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IF ALL
THE WORLD’S
A STAGE,
THIS ONE
IS YOURS.

WAAPA at ECU
Be World Ready.
The Western Australian Academy of Performing Arts (WAAPA) at ECU is one of the world’s most
celebrated performing arts academies.
WAAPA is recognised nationally and internationally for the quality of its graduates. It provides the
most comprehensive range of performing arts training in Australia – both on stage and behind
the scenes. Course entry is competitive, with an audition and/or an interview required as part
of the application process.

Become
world ready
at ECU.

‘Crazy For You’
Music Theatre Production, 2021
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EXECUTIVE DEAN’S MESSAGE
Welcome to the Western Australian Academy of Performing
Arts. For over forty years, WAAPA at Edith Cowan University
has been entirely committed to enabling talented students
to realise their artistic and creative ambitions, and prepare
for highly rewarding careers in the global entertainment,
arts and culture industries.
Much celebrated for helping to launch the careers of
many world class entertainers – including Hugh Jackman,
Emma Matthews, Tim Minchin, Lucy Durack, Jessica Gethin,
Karl Thomas (ShockOne) and Dacre Montgomery – WAAPA
is also the place where hundreds of musicians, designers,
technicians and performers have taken their first ambitious
steps towards fulfilling careers throughout the workplace.

ECU is committed to reconciliation and recognises
and respects the significance of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander peoples’ communities, cultures
and histories. ECU acknowledges and respects the
Noongar people as the traditional custodians of
the land on which our campuses are located.
www.ecu.edu.au/about-ecu/indigenous-matters

As soon as one steps foot inside WAAPA, it is impossible
not to tune into the energy and vibrancy of this remarkable
School. It is a special place where artistry, creativity,
self-expression and collaboration are encouraged. All of our
students are possessed of extraordinary gifts and with the
dedicated support of WAAPA’s skilled and passionate staff,
we enable you to sharpen your skills, master your chosen
discipline and prepare you to meet the ever-changing
creative demands of an immensely challenging, but hugely
rewarding industry.

With a focus on hands-on training
delivered by outstanding world-class
practitioners, WAAPA’s acclaimed
teaching staff are committed
to helping all students realise
their artistic potential through
intensive practice-based training.
Successful pedagogy in the
performing arts is only useful when
it is informed by strong partnerships
and connections to the industry itself.
Continually fostering its relationships
with institutions, organisations and companies across the arts
and entertainment sectors, both nationally and internationally;
WAAPA continues to be at the cutting edge of new
developments in training, education and professional practice.
As we help to influence and shape training and professional
practice across the world, WAAPA’s international influence
continues to be enhanced as do the extraordinary
achievements of our many outstanding graduates.
Professor David Shirley
Executive Dean
WAAPA
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THE WONDERFUL
WORLD OF WAAPA
Queen’s Birthday Honours for
Fulbright Scholar
Tim White, WAAPA’s Coordinator of Classical Music
and Head of Percussion, has been recognised
as part of the 2021 Queen’s Birthday Honours.
An outstanding musician and educator, Tim received
a Medal of the Order of Australia (OAM) for his
service to music. Tim has led WAAPA’s percussion
program since 1994. He also coordinates WAAPA’s
classical music ensembles, supervises postgraduate
students, and directs the award-winning Defying
Gravity percussion ensemble. In 2021, Tim also
received the only Fulbright Scholar Award given
to a Western Australian and will travel to the
United States in 2022 to further hone his craft as a
percussionist and educator.

Why the future of music
is collaborative
In 2021, WAAPA’s Dr Jamie Oehlers,
Associate Dean of Music, and his
colleagues embarked on a project to
reimagine tertiary music education for
the needs of modern musicians. The result
is the launch of a new Bachelor of Music
degree in 2022. “I think that the model
for tertiary music education, especially in
Australia, is still primarily built around the
music industry in the ‘70s or ‘80s,” says
Jamie. “Over the last decade, we have
really needed to adapt to the portfolio
career model, which sees musicians
managing their own careers and creating
their own content. This new course will
give them the best chance at continuing
in a career in music. The future of the arts
is collaborative, where genre lines are
blurred and different art forms interact.
Specialist skills are needed to facilitate
these collaborations and this course
develops these skills in all students.”

A unique night at the museum

STAR GRADUATES
WAAPA graduates are in high demand and excel in their
chosen professions, making a significant contribution
to the performing arts and allied industries. Highly
celebrated graduates include actors Hugh Jackman,
Frances O’Connor, Rachael Maza and Jai Courtney;
comedians Jim Jeffries and Tim Minchin; opera singers
Emma Matthews, Duncan Rock and Rachelle Durkin; music
theatre stars Lisa McCune, Eddie Perfect and Lucy Durack;
musicians Troy Roberts, Linda May Han Oh, Chris Dragon,
Jessica Gethin and Meg Mac. WAAPA’s Arts & Cultural
Management, and Production & Design professionals
can also be found working in arts organisations and
companies around the world.

CULTURAL COLLABORATION WITH
LEADING LOCALS
WAAPA is proud to be working in close collaboration with
many of Western Australia’s leading cultural organisations,
including Perth Theatre Trust, Black Swan State Theatre,
West Australian Ballet, West Australian Symphony
Orchestra, West Australian Opera, Perth Symphony
Orchestra, Yirra Yaakin Theatre Company, The Blue Room
Theatre, Spare Parts Puppet Theatre, Perth Festival, Fringe
World Festival and Co: 3 Contemporary Dance Company.
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The new WA Museum Boola Bardip is a place to share
Western Australia’s many stories. So it was the perfect
venue for a unique performance event that explored the
human experience of time and memory. The beautiful
spaces of this world-class museum were brought to
life in November 2021 in a special, site-specific theatre
work called Folds, a bespoke promenade performance
created and performed by WAAPA’s Performance Making
students in response to the building and its collections.
The Performance Making course trains arts practitioners
with multi-disciplinary theatre skills. Its talented alumni
have gone on to create award-winning theatre shows
such as Charlotte Otton’s Let Me Finish, Feminah,
and 30 Day Free Trial, and Sam Nerida’s See You Next
Tuesday, among many others.

ECU City

Coming 2025

Our new campus is an exciting development that will transform the city of Perth, delivering a world-class
Creative Industries, Business and Technology precinct that brings vibrancy and energy to its surrounds.
ECU City will be home to:
y Western Australian Academy of Performing Arts (WAAPA)
y Founding Pianos
y Arts, Design and Communications
y WA Screen Academy
y Broadcasting
y Kurongkurl Katitjin, ECU’s Centre for Indigenous Australian
Education and Research
y Business and Law

WAAPA VET courses overcome
barriers to performing
arts training

y Technology

WAAPA is the perfect place to study for
anyone seeking a career in the performing arts,
entertainment, film and television industries.
WAAPA offers nationally-recognised training for
Certificate, Diploma and Advanced Diploma
courses across disciplines including Aboriginal
Performance, Acting, Dance, Costume, Lighting,
Music, Musical Theatre, Production Design, Props
and Scenery, Screen Performance, Sound, and
Stage Management. No ATAR is required and entry
is based on a successful audition and/or interview
or folio submission. VET Student Loans (VSL) are
also available for eligible Diploma and Advanced
Diploma students.

ECU City will represent the future of university education
– urban, connected, integrated with business and
community – and part of the lifeblood of a thriving city.

y University Pathway Programs

The world-class campus will be where passion meets
performance, where commerce meets culture and
where careers bloom.
Featuring state-of-the-art performance venues,
ECU City will harness digital technologies to deliver an
immersive and connected experience that will put Perth
on the world’s stage.
Situated at the doorstep of Western Australia’s premier
arts and culture precinct, students will have access to
the world’s finest expertise and facilities.
To follow the journey, visit www.citycampus.ecu.edu.au
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GRADUATE
Highlights
While times may change, the keys
to success rarely do
No one knows this better than WAAPA graduate Rikki Lea
Bestall, whose passion for film took her from Perth to LA
and back again. Rikki is now CEO of Screenwest, helping
to fund and support the development and production of
film, television and interactive projects in WA.
Studying a Bachelor of Arts (Arts and Cultural
Management), Rikki remembers WAAPA as an ideal
environment for learning, growth and meeting other
like-minded individuals, creating invaluable opportunities
for the future. During her time at WAAPA, Rikki undertook
extensive work experience, assisting on the sets of TV
shows during university holidays. In her final year of
study, she completed her secondment at Film Victoria in
Melbourne, writing her thesis on runaway production and
tax incentives for the film industry.

WA Ballet expands
The West Australian Ballet has created seven
new full-time positions for dancers, with
WAAPA graduates, Beatrice Manser (2019),
Sarah Ross (2019), Brent Carson (2019) and
Madeline Gill (2020) to be promoted from the
Young Artists program into full-time positions
in the Corps de Ballet for 2022. According to
Artistic Director Aurelien Scannella, the decision
to increase numbers underlines the company’s
responsibility as a leader in the Australian arts
community. “It provides security to the next
generation of graduates, builds our Australian
dance industry and makes it clear that arts are
essential to our lives,” he says. “It has long been my
goal to increase the size of West Australian Ballet
and the time to start is now to create a brighter
future for our company and for the arts.”

Karla Hart is giving a voice to
her community
The Western Australian of the Year Awards recognise
and celebrate outstanding Western Australians, who
have made extraordinary contributions to the state.
In 2021, the Aboriginal Award was won by WAAPA
Aboriginal Performance graduate, Karla Hart. Karla is an
award-winning artist, filmmaker and actor, as well as a
presenter for Noongar Radio, where she pioneered the
first Noongar language program. She is also the executive
producer of Yokayi Footy and co-executive producer,
field director, camera operator and creator of Aboriginal
reality show, Family Rules.
“This means so much to me, for my country, people
and my family, especially all my Noongar people.
It’s a responsibility of mine to go forth and take all the
opportunities my grandma never had,” she says.

Acting alumni light up
the screen
Whilst the global pandemic has disrupted live
theatre work for many practitioners, it has also
seen a boom in global film and TV production.
It is heartening to see so many WAAPA alumni
forging careers on screen. Here’s just a few
highlights from the last 18 months:
y Lukas Radovich, Kirsty Marillier and Laura
MacDonald are all acting on Home and Away.
y Roy Joseph has a lead role in Channel 10’s
5 Bedrooms.
y William McInness, Michelle Lim Davidson and
Robert Taylor starred in The Newsreader on
the ABC.
y Shareena Clanton starred in Foxtel’s
Wentworth and appeared on Neighbours.

A dream come
true for
Lyndon Watts
Being cast as US Vice
President in the global
smash-hit, Hamilton, was
a dream come true for
WAAPA Music Theatre
graduate Lyndon Watts.

y Geraldine Hakewill and Megan Smart starred
in ABC’s Wakefield.
y Angus McLaren and Georgina Haig are
appearing in Back to the Rafters for
Amazon Prime.
y George Pullar is in the US TV Series Coyote.
y Dacre Montgomery has been working on
Baz Luhrman’s new movie about Elvis Presley.

Soon after the show first
opened to rave reviews
back in March 2020, Watts was no longer the
theatre crowd’s best kept secret. He receieved
messages from music fans, as well as people in the
fashion and arts communities. Everyone, it seemed,
wanted a piece of this promising young performer
with the single earring and a beaming smile!
Watts has carved out a successful musical career in
everything from fellow Disney show Aladdin to West
Side Story and A Chorus Line, but he says this is
next level. “All I wanted, as a young person, was to
be in musicals,” he says.

WAAPA graduates recognised in ECU Alumni Awards

West Australian Ballet’s 2021 Young Artists
Photo by Frances Andrijich
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WAAPA recognised and celebrated the achievements of graduates at a combined 2019/2020 ECU Alumni Awards
ceremony at the WA Museum Boola Bardip. Music graduate Linda May Han Oh received the 2019 International
Alumni Award for her achievements in the music industry, including recording and playing bass with some of the
world’s notable jazz performers. Another Music graduate, Samuel Parry, now Music Director, Western Australian
Charity Orchestra, won the 2019 Young Alumni Award, and the 2020 winner was Megan McInerney (Meg Mac),
now one of Australia’s prominent female contemporary music artists. Aboriginal Performance graduate and
Artistic Director of Yirra Yaakin Theatre Company, Eva Grace Mullaley, received a Notable Mention for bringing
First Nations stories to a wider audience and for mentoring the next generation of Indigenous practitioners.
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‘Walardu Thula’
Aboriginal Performance
Production, 2021

Acting &
Screen Performance
Acting

SCREEN PERFORMANCE

Studying acting at WAAPA is an inspiring and all-consuming
experience. The three year, full-time Bachelor of Arts
(Acting) degree is an intensive conservatoire program,
and produces graduates who are thoroughly prepared
for a career in a wide variety of media, including
theatre, television, film and radio, both in Australia
and internationally.

WAAPA also offers a one year, full-time Screen Performance
course which focusses on acting for the screen in either
film or television productions. Subjects include a range of
performance skills including different acting techniques,
improvisation, movement, voice production, auditioning
and self-testing.

WAAPA’s aim is for the actor to be technically adept and
have an informed, rigorous outlook that will open the mind
and ignite the imagination.
WAAPA provides a studio-based learning environment
where students are encouraged to develop holistically
as an actor. The philosophy of the course is centred
on the development of the self-determined artist,
possessing a passion for theatre and a desire to contribute
meaningfully to the evolution of the art form, and to the
greater community.
All staff and visiting guest artists are dedicated to helping
students cultivate an awareness of the traditions behind
the skills, to develop an artistic and personal point
of view, and to imbue a sense of responsibility to the
arts community.

Aboriginal
Performance
This course prepares Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
students to enter the performing arts industry as a theatre,
film and television actor.
Over two full-time semesters, students undergo intensive
training in acting and improvisation, dance and stage
movement, voice and singing, script analysis and the
audition process. All areas are performance based where
workshops feed into rehearsal, and rehearsal feeds into
performance. In addition to the highest calibre of daily
tuition from WAAPA’s professionally acclaimed staff,
students also have access to visiting and guest directors,
actors and practitioners who are brought straight from the
industry and into our workshops. Aboriginal Performance
boasts a dedicated, fully equipped studio space.

Our Acting course has an international reputation for
excellence, built on the success of its graduates.

Numerous graduates go straight into the industry
establishing solid careers as professional actors and
performers. Other graduates have gone on to further
study in higher-level acting and dance training courses
at WAAPA, National Institute of Dramatic Art (NIDA),
National Aboriginal Islander Skills Development Association
(NAISDA), and Victorian College of the Arts (VCA).
See more course information
ecu.edu.au/waapa

WAAPA also offers a one year, full-time Acting course that
prepares students with a range of knowledge and skills to
enter the performing arts industry as an actor for roles in
theatre productions.
On successful completion of the course, students will have
integrated theatre acting, voice, movement, and industry
practice into a tangible performance skill, acquired
knowledge of script analysis in the context of acting for
theatre, and be cognisant of the communication and
pre-professional skills necessary to audition for and
perform roles in theatre.

On successful completion of the course, students will have
combined a basic knowledge of script writing, storytelling
and film-editing in the context of screen performance;
and understand the pre-professional skills necessary
to successfully audition and perform for the screen.
Graduates can confidently enter the industry as freelancers
while further seeking professional representation or pursue
further education at a higher level.
See more course information
ecu.edu.au/waapa

“GRADUATING FROM
WAAPA MEANT
THAT I WAS ABLE
TO TACKLE THE
INDUSTRY AND
GAIN A STRONG
UNDERSTANDING
OF WHO I WAS AS
A PERFORMER
AND CREATIVE.”
Over the course of three years, I was given the
space to fail, reflect, fail again and sometimes
get it right. WAAPA’s school of thought acts as the
baseline for who I am as a playwright and actor
in Sydney and Melbourne. It built resilience and
tenacity within my practice, and an incessant need
to keep trying.
Kirsty Marillier
WAAPA Acting graduate

“WAAPA PREPARED ME FOR THE INDUSTRY IN EVERY WAY POSSIBLE.”
I really fell in love with theatre and the process of making it when I was at WAAPA. From pretty
early on I knew this is what I wanted to do for the rest of my life. I enjoyed the hard work every
day and some of the shows I saw at WAAPA are still some my favourite pieces of theatre I’ve
ever seen.
Ian Michael
WAAPA Aboriginal Performance graduate

‘Human Cannon’
Acting Production, 2021
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Dance
WAAPA’s Dance programs train classical and
contemporary dance artists by utilising teaching
methods designed to develop and refine the skills of each
individual. The courses offer a breadth that is unique to
WAAPA and prepare students for a seamless transition into
a wide range of careers within the profession.
WAAPA offers a mix of vocational dance courses and
degree programs. All are full-time and range from two to
three years in duration. Within each course, students have
a degree of flexibility to choose and combine the mix that
is best suited to their individual talents and aspirations.
Graduates of the Advanced Diploma can articulate into
the Bachelor of Arts (Dance) program.
WAAPA’s Dance programs are intensive and
performance based. In addition to daily tuition from
professionally credentialed teaching staff, three
performance seasons per year allows students the
opportunity to work with visiting national and international
choreographers. Recent guest choreographers include
Rafael Bonachela, Jayne Smeulders, Richard Cilli and
Nils Christe. Students also regularly participate in national
and international tours, further enhancing their skills and
enriching their cultural experience.

Arts & CULTURAL MANAGEMENT
WAAPA’s Arts and Cultural Management graduates are
versatile employees who are industry ready for exciting
and challenging careers in the arts/entertainment
industries.
The three year, full-time Bachelor of Arts (Arts and Cultural
Management) degree has strong links with industry,
and students undertake internships at organisations
of their choice as a part of their coursework. Students
regularly receive invitations for local work experience from
companies such as WA Ballet, Perth Festival, Art Gallery of
WA, Perth International Jazz Festival, Perth Comedy Festival
and Fringe World, to name a few. The value for students is
in building their networks and résumés during the course.
In their final year, students undertake an internship in an
arts organisation of their choice, either local, national or
international. Examples include Opera Australia,
Sydney Festival, Sydney Theatre Company, Brisbane
Powerhouse, Australian Dance Theatre, Melbourne Music
Week, Flickerfest International Short Film Festival (Sydney),
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See more course information
ecu.edu.au/waapa

‘Celebrate!’
ECU 30th Anniversary Concert, 2021

Austin Film Festival (Texas), San Francisco Ballet,
Esplanade – Theatres on the Bay (Singapore),
Lincoln Center (New York), Druid Theatre Company
(Ireland), Gordon Frost Musical Producers, record
companies and comedy festivals. Many take on
permanent positions with their secondment companies.
WAAPA Arts and Cultural Management graduates
hold senior management and marketing positions at
prestigious arts and entertainment organisations and
businesses throughout the world including Opera Australia,
Bangarra Dance Theatre (Sydney), Belvoir St Theatre
(Sydney), Bell Shakespeare (Sydney), Dubai Opera,
Mullinars Casting, Sydney Opera House, The TATE UK,
WA Opera, West Australia Symphony Orchestra, Black Swan
State Theatre Company (Perth) and Perth Theatre Trust.
See more course information
ecu.edu.au/waapa

‘Verge’
Dance Season, 2018

‘In the Flesh’
LINK Dance Company, 2021

“THE COURSE GAVE ME A GREAT UNDERSTANDING OF HOW THE ARTS
AND ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY WORKS.”

“WAAPA PROVIDED ME WITH HIGH QUALITY TRAINING THAT PREPARED
ME FOR THE TRANSITION INTO A PROFESSIONAL COMPANY.”

It gave me the ability to work in pretty much any side of the industry – from marketing and
production, through to the legal, admin and finance side. I feel like when I walked out of
WAAPA, I could really have started in any organisation in any part of the industry.

I was surrounded by driven and like-minded people and the teachers pushed me to my
fullest potential. I feel lucky to have spent three years learning and growing at such a
well-regarded institution.

Simon ‘Skinny’ O’Leary
WAAPA Arts and Cultural Management graduate

Kristin Barwick
WAAPA Dance graduate
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Music
Music in the 21st century is a melting pot of styles –
jazz, contemporary, classical and traditional music from
around the world is regularly blended to create new
and exciting pathways for individual expression. At the
same time, modern technology enhances and enables
us to think innovatively about the ways we create music.
Though the musical industry has changed radically over
the past two decades, most music courses haven’t.
We recognise that in order to stand out from the crowd in
the current world of music, artists need to not only master
their chosen instrument, but also be original. It is this
originality that we strive to nurture at WAAPA.
Studying music at WAAPA enables you to find your voice,
your music, and your style. The first two years of the course
focus on developing fundamental skills to enable an
understanding of the inner workings of music performance,
theory and composition, while the final two years allow
you to explore and innovate in any style that inspires you.
If your passion is bebop saxophone, R&B vocals or
orchestral violin, then you can still follow that direct
pathway through the entirety of the course. However,
if you’re a cellist who loves jazz, is fascinated by loop
stations, EDM and composition, or any other combination
of styles and techniques you can imagine – there is now a
pathway for you.
Music students from all disciplines will come together
throughout the semester to explore topics like
performance psychology, home recording, music business
skills, the current Australian musical landscape, and more.
In the second half of the course there are multiple

elective slots, where students can choose classes from any
music stream, as well as unique classes like technology
enhanced performance, rhythm studies, music and
community, conducting, and more.
WAAPA offers the following disciplines:
y Classical Performance
y Composition and Music Technology
y Contemporary Performance
y Jazz Performance
y Music Artist
y Music Education

Classical Performance
Students receive individual lessons, specialised
masterclasses and workshops, and classes in music history,
aural skills, harmony, pedagogy, career skills and performance
psychology. Students also take to the stage as soloists and
perform in ensembles ranging from symphony orchestra,
wind orchestra, fully-staged opera and music theatre
productions; through to chamber music, early music, art song,
cutting-edge new music, world music, as well as music for
dance and drama. There are also specialist ensembles for
strings, wind, brass, percussion, voice, piano, saxophone
and guitar. The classical course brings together outstanding
students with inspirational staff, providing students with an
extraordinary range of performance opportunities, plus all the
training they need to create careers as professional musicians.
Vocal students also have specialist classes to study acting,
languages and movement skills.

‘Celebrate!’
ECU 30th Anniversary Concert, 2021

Composition and Music Technology
Offers streams in classical, electronic, film, popular and
jazz music, as well as sound art installation. The ethos of
the composition program centres on practical learning
through performance and collaboration. At every stage,
students collaborate on projects in the dance, film,
video, electronic arts, gaming and theatre departments.
All students study recording, mixing, mastering and
online networking, as well as comprehensive composition
approaches for the 21st century. The Composer in
Residence program provides access to a range of visiting
artists and students are provided with opportunities to
engage with industry throughout the course. In addition,
all students are involved in the performance of
electroacoustic music through the ECUatorial and Aletheia
student ensembles, and are encouraged to work with music
performance majors for the performance of their works.

Contemporary Performance

WAAPA Symphony Orchestra
Richard Gill Auditorium, 2021

Jazz Performance
Geoff Gibbs Theatre, 2021

“WAAPA IS ABSOLUTELY THE BEST PLACE TO COME IF YOU WANT TO BE
A PERFORMER.”
You get so many different opportunities, whether it be playing in a classical symphony
orchestra, chamber music, operas or musicals. It has made us well-rounded musicians who
have had pit experience, orchestral experience, and just experience working with other
like-minded people.
Ariel Postmus
WAAPA Music (Classical Performance) graduate
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WAAPA’s contemporary performance program is committed
to producing industry ready, world-class performers.
Notable alumni include Tim Minchin, Meg Mac, Dulcie and
Carla Geneve. This intensive performance-based major
centres on ensemble studies, where students develop
advanced instrumental and performance skills on their
chosen instrument (vocal, guitar, bass, keyboard, drum-set).
Students receive individual lessons, attend instrumental
workshops and are a part of a repertoire-intense,
performing ensemble. Additional ensemble-based
performances with composition students allow for creative
work to be undertaken. Other classes include arranging,
history, theory, rhythm, aural, improvisation and second
study. Performances are undertaken regularly throughout the
course and the final year culminates in a professional recital.

Jazz Performance
Recognised as one of the strongest jazz degrees in the
southern hemisphere, this major has produced many
nationally and internationally renowned jazz musicians
since its inception over thirty years ago. The strength
of the course lies in the focus on live-performance
outcomes that encourage creativity and individuality

at every stage. Repertoire and improvisation skills are
central, and are taught in a scaffolded manner alongside
engaging academic units within each year of the degree.
All students participate in a variety of ensembles; from big
bands to jazz trios, and explore a diverse range of swing
styles, modern grooves and everything in between.
The jazz performance major has a global outlook;
incorporating a visiting artist schedule of interactions and
workshops that are second to none, international study
tours and exchange opportunities, whilst priding itself on
award-winning faculty staff, collectively holding immense
professional knowledge that is on offer and available to
students year-round.

Music Artist
WAAPA offers nationally‑recognised qualifications in this
area, which prepare students for entry into the music
industry as a songwriter and/or original music performer.
Students will gain the knowledge and skills required to
communicate and collaborate with other educated
musicians. The stream focuses on creative original music,
song writing, collaboration, performance preparation,
studio recordings and music production techniques.
Students develop fundamental knowledge along with an
understanding of essential stylistic elements, vocabulary
and the ability to translate their musical ideas.

Music Education
Offered in conjunction with ECU’s School of Education,
this course focuses on classroom music teaching
with students specialising in either classical, jazz or
contemporary music. Students have the option to
complete a minor in instrumental music teaching and
conducting/ensemble direction, and can also undertake
electives in primary and early childhood music teaching.
Under certain circumstances, students may undertake
crossover units from other streams.
See more course information
ecu.edu.au/waapa
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Music Theatre
WAAPA’s internationally recognised Music Theatre courses
provide graduates with the skills and experience to pursue
sustainable and diverse careers in the performing arts.
Music Theatre students are trained by WAAPA’s world‑class
teaching staff whose expertise have been honed through
extensive professional practice. In this way, the industry
meets the classroom where students can expect a rigorous
and contemporary approach to practice and learning that
challenges students to reach their full potential.

Students have regular opportunities to explore and apply
their creativity through the development of new and
original works in various mediums, exposure to the creative
team and process, and in projects with industry partners.
They also have many opportunities to practice their
craft through classroom presentations and workshops,
and to collaborate with WAAPA’s Production and Design,
Stage Management and Music students in staged
productions of both chamber and full-scale musicals.

The three year, full-time Bachelor of Arts (Music Theatre)
degree comprises intensive technical training in the areas
of singing, dance, acting and musicianship that prepares
graduates for the competitive nature of the performing
arts. The study of these core skills is complemented by
training in film and television, research, critical thinking,
arts administration and grant-writing that diversifies the
skill‑base of graduates.

WAAPA’s one year, full-time Musical Theatre course is
an intensive and fast-paced course also designed to
further students’ singing, dance, acting and musicianship
skills. It helps prepare them to audition for further
conservatoire-style training in the performing arts.
For those practitioners already working in industry, it helps
to top‑up their skills and return to the sector with a strong
music theatre focus. The course challenges all students to
develop as creative artists and innovative entrepreneurs.
See more course information
ecu.edu.au/waapa

‘Folds’
Performance Making, 2021

Performing Arts
The Bachelor of Performing Arts provides students with
a broad, coherent knowledge of the performing arts
alongside specialist skills units that explore technical
knowledge in more depth. This three year, full-time course
is underpinned by core units in creative research
and project management skills that are necessary
to gain professional employment as a contemporary
arts practitioner.
The course combines theoretical and technical knowledge
of performance and seeks to unlock limitations through
practical enquiry. It examines the ever-evolving nature
of contemporary practice and new approaches to
presentation and production. Students will develop
critical thinking and creative problem-solving skills.
Self-directed projects develop confidence in working
independently and highly collaborative group work
develops the ability to work as part of a cohesive team.
Majors are available in the following disciplines:

Production and Design
(Entry by interview)
This major provides graduates with a focused learning
pathway through the skills and experience required to
work in professional theatre. It offers students intensive
creative and technical training through professional
production practices. This is achieved by undertaking
leadership roles within their stream major on the annual
repertoire of WAAPA productions across all mainstream
genres inclusive of acting, music theatre, dance, opera,
jazz and contemporary music. WAAPA’s professionally
staffed and equipped facilities provide students with
the opportunity to gain skills and knowledge, and to
experience the hands-on approach required by the
national and international industry.
See more course information
ecu.edu.au/waapa

y Performance Making
y Production and Design

Performance Making
(Entry by audition)
‘Crazy For You’
Music Theatre
Production, 2021

“THE OPPORTUNITY TO PERFORM AT WAAPA IS A VERY
REGULAR OCCURRENCE.”
From performance practicals all the way through to the vast number of shows you will
take part in during your time there. This diversity of performance opportunities, both in
class and on stage, without a doubt helps you confidently navigate your choices as an
industry professional.
Jason Arrow
WAAPA Music Theatre graduate

This major focuses on the creation of performance from
the early stages of creative development through to
final performance for an audience. It offers students
the opportunity to experience performance making
in the contexts of solo work, collaborative ensembles
and site-specific locations, and in both text-based
and more visual or physical styles of work. There is a
particular focus on the twentieth century developments in
practice, philosophy and theory of performance, and how
those developments inform the current landscape of
experimental performance.

“THIS COURSE
CREATES ARTISTS
TO BE PROACTIVE,
ENABLING YOU
TO FIND YOUR
OWN VOICE AS
A CREATIVE,
USE TOOLS TO
EXPLORE, DEVISE,
COLLABORATE AND
CREATE.”
I’m thankful for all the lecturers that have helped
support me as I learnt a myriad of tools. It’s the
combination of these skills that has allowed me to
thrive and not be afraid to learn other mediums
of art. Performing is rewarding, but creating is
purposeful. Don’t underestimate learning how to
be a ‘jack-of-all-trades’. I have found my happy
place in the balance of being a creator and actor.
Emily De Margheriti
WAAPA Performing Arts graduate
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‘Strictly Ballroom’
Costume, 2019

Lighting

Sound

Provides training in lighting design and lighting
technology for theatre, film, television, concerts and trade
presentations. The course is structured to provide students
with the skills and experience consistent with the growing
needs of the entertainment industry.

Students develop their skills in the areas of sound
production for theatre, concerts, music recording, film,
television and radio with their involvement in WAAPA
performances, and also via theoretical and practical
information given during classes.

Students work on a range of productions mounted
by WAAPA and are expected to provide service at a
professional level of competence. Areas of study include
electronics, optics, cinematography, documentation and
drafting, budgeting, crew management, script analysis
and control board operation.

WAAPA graduates may find themselves mixing musical
acts, creating sound designs for theatre, recording in
sound studios, producing radio shows and adverts,
recording dialogue on film sets and setting up sound
installations for museums, amongst many more
opportunities.

PRODUCTION DESIGN

Stage Management

Prepares students for industry employment through
theoretical learning experiences paired with opportunities
for practical application of skills. Working with industry
directors and choreographers on WAAPA performances,
the course provides skills development in live production
environments, preparing graduates for transition into
design-related careers within the entertainment industry.

Provides training in the organisational and management
skills required for managing rehearsals and performance.
These include the development and use of the prompt
copy, production documentation, score reading,
safety in the theatre, communication, people and
time management skills, and company management.
Students will develop a range of technical production
skills and techniques, as well as an understanding of the
staging and performance requirements for drama, dance,
music, music theatre and opera.

Design students undertake classes in design studio
scenery and costume, technical drafting, CAD,
art finishing, drawing, model making, scenic painting,
wardrobe technology, props construction and history of
theatre. Specialist classes are delivered in the principal
studio area to extend design skills and knowledge,
in addition to more challenging set and costume design
roles in WAAPA’s live productions for theatre, opera,
music theatre and dance performance programs.

See more course information
ecu.edu.au/waapa

Students are required to complete a design project and
submit a folio of work as part of their application process.
A formal interview is conducted for all applicants.

Production & Design
WAAPA provides Production and Design students with the
greatest diversity of ‘on-the-job’ theatrical experiences.
Students have access to simulated industry training in the
design, construction and management of the Academy’s
annual repertoire of productions, utilising WAAPA’s
diverse performance venues, as well as numerous
external performance spaces.
WAAPA’s professionally staffed and equipped workshop
and wardrobe facilities, along with state-of-the-art
lighting and sound studios, gives students immediate
‘hands-on’ access to all production development,
construction and staging processes associated with the
most up-to-date industry expectations and practice.
Incorporating an exciting mix of national and international
professional directors, teachers and supervisors,
WAAPA’s year-long season of theatre, music theatre,
opera and dance performances, plus jazz, classical and
contemporary music concerts, gives WAAPA graduates the
winning edge in preparation for a seamless transition into
a wide range of careers within the creative and technical
industries, both nationally and abroad.

WAAPA offers a one year Diploma and a one year
Advanced Diploma with the ability to articulate into a
degree, in each of the following disciplines:

Costume
Prepares students for industry employment through
teaching methods designed to develop and refine
the creative and practical skills of each individual.
The program offers a breadth of experience in classroom
and live production environments, which are unique
to WAAPA, preparing graduates for transition into a
wide range of costume-oriented careers within the
entertainment industry.
Across the three progressive qualifications, students
develop and refine skills in costume construction, pattern
drafting, art finishing, millinery, drawing, period costumes,
and costume management. As they advance through
these courses, students also take on more complex
management tasks in a live production environment,
experiencing practical team leadership roles in dressing
and costume supervision, as well as specialist costume
construction for stage productions.
Students are required to submit a folio of relevant work
and a written essay submission as part of their application
process. A formal interview is conducted for all applicants.
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Props and Scenery
Includes aspects of scenery, set and properties
construction, scenic painting, metal fabrication and
technical and general drawing. Handling scenery,
flying and general backstage skills of the mechanist are
experienced, and students are closely involved in the
practical work of live production on a regular basis.
A wide range of skills are explored, including
workshop management, construction, painting and
props. Our students are encouraged to develop the
initiative and problem-solving abilities needed in the
production workshop.

“WAAPA IS UNIQUE IN AUSTRALIA, PROVIDING STUDENTS HANDS-ON
EXPERIENCE ACROSS SUCH A VARIETY OF PERFORMANCE TYPES.”
During my time at WAAPA I had the privilege of working with two visiting professional
directors. I gained valuable experience in scenic design and costume design, as well
as working with resident directors on a variety of theatre productions. I would definitely
recommend the course to other aspiring designers. Come in with an open mind and be
prepared to push and challenge yourself.
Matt Raven
WAAPA Production Design graduate
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Applications &
Admissions

Worldwide
WAAPA Stars

Applying for WAAPA courses

Interviews, auditions and folios

All applicants for courses at WAAPA must complete
an online application form which can be accessed via
ecuworldready.com.au/waapa

All WAAPA courses, require applicants to complete an
interview and/or audition, or submit a folio of work,
as part of the selection process.

Many WAAPA alumni have found global fame in their chosen disciplines. In fact, there are too
many to list here. Every year, our new graduates begin the same journey these people have taken,
prepared for some hard work, but also aiming for the stars.

An application fee applies.

For more specific information about interviews,
auditions and folios, visit waapa.ecu.edu.au

Applications for WAAPA courses (excluding the Bachelor of
Music) are not accepted through ECU’s Experience Based
Entry Scheme.

RTO Provider
RTO Provider 4756

Admissions information
WAAPA offers a wide range of courses from Vocational
Education and Training (VET) Certificates, Diplomas
and Advanced Diplomas, through to Higher Education
Bachelor, Master and Doctoral degrees.
Admission to all WAAPA courses is by audition
and/or interview.

Dacre
Montgomery

Daina
Reid

Eddie
Perfect

Emma
Matthews

Actor

Director

Actor, Writer, Comedian

Soprano

Ewen Leslie

Admission to programs at WAAPA also requires applicants
to meet ECU’s standard university admission requirements.
Applications for WAAPA courses are open from July to
September the year prior to course commencement.

‘Celebrate!’
ECU 30th Anniversary Concert, 2021
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Hugh Jackman

Jessica Gethin

Jimi Bani

Actor

Actor, Singer, Producer

Conductor

Actor

Linda May Han Oh

Lisa McCune

MEG MAC

Meow Meow

Jazz Bassist
and Composer

Actor, Singer

Singer-songwriter

Cabaret and
Theatre Performer

Michelle Lim
Davidson

Rachael Maza

Shalom BruneFranklin

Tim Minchin

Actor

Actor and Director

Actor

Comedian, Actor,
Writer, Musician
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Don’t just
change
your future ,
choose it.

become
world ready
at ecu.
Contact
P
P
E
W

134 328
(61 8) 6304 0000 (Outside Australia)
futurestudy@ecu.edu.au
ecuworldready.com.au

Find us at
waapa.ecu
ECUjourney
edithcowanuni
edithcowanuniversity
school/edith‑cowan‑university
edithcowanuniversity
waapa.ecu

WORLD READY

-

Every effort has been made to ensure that the
information in this publication is correct at the time
of production. The information is subject to change
from time to time and the University requests the
right to add, vary or discontinue courses and
impose limitations on enrolment in any course.
The publication constitutes an expression of
interest and is not to be taken as a firm offer or
understanding. This publication is intended for
Australian citizens and permanent residents only.
Some information contained in this publication may
not be applicable to international students.
Photos courtesy of Stephen Heath and Kathy Wheatley.

GREENING ECU: Edith Cowan
University is committed to reducing
the environmental impact
associated with its operations by
conducting its activities in a socially
and environmentally responsible
manner. This includes implementing
strategies and technologies that
minimise waste of resources and
demonstrate environmentally
sensitive development, innovation
and continuous improvement.
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